Across
1  What boomers are now becoming
7  Major disaster that hit Puerto Rico last year
10  ”___ Baba and the Forty Thieves”
11  Animal friend
12  The key to handling natural disasters
14  People who work together for common goals
16  Gets coverage for
19  Paintings, etc.
20  Quality of rebounding and springing back, after disasters for example
22  Popular
23  Dream into the future
26  Three-line Japanese poem
28  Harvey, for example
30  Help message
31  Light metal symbol
32  Environmentally friendly color
33  Procedures

Down
1  A key concern regarding hosting aquatics events
2  ___ Capitan
3  Bite in the air
4  Starts a business
5  Negotiator, abbr.
6  Keep on an even keel
7  Program to ensure the elderly are provided with adequate food, 3 words
8  Little league score, abbr.
9  New England’s Cape ___
13  Above
15  Concert venue, perhaps
17  Manta ___
18  Artistic figures often seen in parks
20  Net support on a court
21  Third in a family
24  Valley
25  Crew ___ (sweater type)
27  Problem to be solved
28  Expression of affection
29  Aye’s opposite